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Introduction
Inclusive HR Inc. offers the INT utility token as a means of exchange on its Inclusive Network
recruitment platform. The Inclusive Network offers participating companies:

Feature
Diminished recruitment bias
Enhanced screening and selection efficiency
Access to isolated talent pools

Benefit
Improved diversity and inclusion outcomes
Faster time to hire metrics
More qualified candidates

1.0 Background
In 2021 the global recruitment and staffing market was a robust $514 billion. The US market
represented close to 30% of that total revenue (1). It’s predicted to increase 4% for the 2022 calendar
year (2). Companies and recruiters are supported by the recruitment software space which is a $2.5
billion market with a 6% CAGR expected through 2026 (3). Even with a market this size and a growing
software application ecosystem to support it, companies continue to struggle with the same historical
hiring challenges.
The recruitment process remains inefficient and full of bias which is supported by the fact that recruiters
spend up to 80% of their time interviewing the wrong candidates (4). Most organizations use resumé
sorting software even though these applications frequently reject qualified candidates. This contributes
to a class of hidden workers (5). It leaves candidates asking for a hiring process that’s faster and more
equitable (4). While many companies have publicly committed to improving organizational diversity and
inclusion, most don’t provide transparency as to their progress (6).
Sourcing candidates is easier today because the internet reduces search frictions. Since the candidate
matching process lacks optimum marketplace qualities, companies use technology to replace recruiter
activity. Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS) and Recruiting Management Systems (RMS) are widely used
by companies to direct candidate selection activities (5). All this automation hasn’t led to significant gains
in efficiency. Instead, the tools exacerbate other recruitment model challenges.
AI enabled ATS/RMS tools expand bias which undermines diversity and inclusion initiatives. This is
problematic as candidates prefer to work for diverse and inclusive organizations. A 2021 survey of
candidates conducted by CNBC and Survey Monkey found that 78% of candidates said working for
organizations that prioritize diversity and inclusion was important (7). Any extra bias introduced into the
recruitment model results in talent pools containing fewer qualified candidates. It’s a self-fulfilling cycle
that sustains recruiters’ most mentioned challenges.

Source: CNBC | Survey Monkey: Workforce Index Happiness Survey 2021

1.1Recruitment Model Problems
Recruiter Problems
Need more qualified candidates
Spending time with the wrong talent
Hiring process is too slow

Recruitment Stage
Candidate Sourcing + Screening
Candidate Screening + Selection
All Stages

Obstacle to Solving the Problem
Bias (Machine Bias)
Bias (Machine and Human Bias)
Recruitment Model Qualities

Web based job boards have made it so easy for candidates to apply to jobs that companies now receive
too many resumés. Employers use resumé sorting software as a cure to the problem but instead it
contributes to organizations’ stated inability to attract qualified candidates. AI enabled automation skips
on countless qualified people (5). Most companies receive more than enough qualified candidates, but
the ATS/RMS data presents a false state.
Candidate selection tools are partially responsible for recruiters’ acknowledged inability to engage with
the right candidates. Resumé sorting software creates the short-list of applicants for recruiters to
review. Every time AI enabled tools reject qualified candidates, it reduces the chance that a recruiter is
engaging with the right applicant at the right time.
An important measurement of a recruiter’s performance is time to hire. Unfortunately, they spend
most of the time engaging with the wrong talent. It’s evident that current recruitment applications don’t
significantly improve hiring times. The technology tools recruiters use to recapture lost time spent with
unqualified candidates has a cumulative negative impact on model efficiency. The machine bias
introduced from the use of recruitment automation expands recruiter inherent biases.

2.0 Problem #1: Bias
Bias touches all the recruitment challenges outlined above and recruiters’ inability to attract and reach
organizational fit candidates partially exists because of the bias written in the code and algorithms used
in resumé filtering applications. This impacts recruiters’ ability to engage with the best talent. This
slows down the recruiting process, which makes for an inefficient market. Understandably this impacts
diversity and inclusion outcomes and that makes it difficult to attract and engage with future talent
pools. Both machine and recruiter bias have cumulative effect on each of the recruitment stages.

2.1

Machine Bias

In 2010 companies received, on average, 120 resumés per job requisition (8) and by 2020 this number
widened to 250 (9). The increased applicant volume further entrenched companies’ use of technology
solutions to replace recruiter activity around candidate screening and selection. There’s little data to
suggest these AI enabled tools bring any net efficiency to the recruitment model. A research paper
published just last year underscores the paradox created by ATS applications.
The paper, authored by a team from both Harvard Business School and Accenture, argue the increased
reliance on automation, artificial intelligence, and technology applications partly contributes to a pool of
candidates they call hidden workers (10). In their report, “Hidden Workers: Untapped Talent”, they
highlight the significant group of qualified candidates that are summarily rejected by ATS and RMS tools.

“Ostensibly, automation hiring practices was supposed to reduce
costs and ensure that companies found the talent to meet their
current and future needs, while increasing diversity. But our
research strongly suggests that the quest for efficiency in the
hiring process has caused firms to narrow the pool of applicants
they consider so severely as to exclude qualified workers (5).”
Source: “Hidden Workers: Untapped Talent.” Harvard Business Scholl and Accenture

According to multiple studies, the average ATS solution is programmed to filter out 72-75% of all
applicants (11). They use a variety of criteria and there is little oversight as to the volume or quality of the
conditions used. This lack of oversight is compounded because many companies lack process or cadence
to review and update the conditions for sorting applicants. Filtering applicants based upon educational
attainment is very common and is one form of ATS filtering called affirmative matching.

Gaps in employment are one of the most common reasons for applicants’ resumés to be rejected and
they’re rarely given an opportunity to provide an explanation. This form of ATS filtering is called
negative matching. Another negative filtering condition used it to reject applicants for lack of career
advancement. This occurs when an applicant’s job history doesn’t meet an arbitrary expectation of
promotion. Considering that 99% of Fortune 500 organizations utilize an ATS today (5), means many
qualified and organizational-role fit candidates are getting rejected by the ATS without human
intervention (12). This negatively impacts diversity and inclusion outcomes.

Artificial intelligence is only as good as the data used to train the algorithmic model (13). Unfortunately,
so much of the training data used in ATS/RMS applications is based on data from periods of recruiting
bias. Amazon had a widely publicized problem with the AI they designed but never used for recruiting
purposes (14). To their credit, they recognized the algorithm was discriminating against female
candidates and discontinued any further development.
Federal and local governments are beginning to investigate the use of AI for candidate sourcing,
screening, and selection purposes. New York City has implemented a rigorous law around the use of AI
in the workplace. The ordinance will lead to greater scrutiny of AI tools which are black boxes, of
sometimes, hidden algorithms. The federal government and the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) is interested in learning more about how AI might be introducing bias into the hiring
process.
In October 2021 the EEOC announced it was forming a working session to understand how AI is used in
making hiring, promotion, and termination decisions (15). In the press release EEOC Chair Charlotte
Burrows articulates the commission’s ability to investigate AI tools which might promote bias in the
workplace.

“Bias in employment arising from the use of algorithms and AI
falls squarely within the Commission’s priority to address
systemic discrimination,” Burrows said. “While the technology
may be evolving, anti-discrimination laws still apply. The EEOC
will address workplace bias that violates federal civil rights laws
regardless of the form it takes, and the agency is committed to
helping employers understand how to benefit from these new
technologies while also complying with employment laws.” (15)
As ATS, RMS, and other AI applications continue receiving greater scrutiny and oversight, there will be
future examples of bias having impacted the recruitment process. This would likely impact the quality
and size of future talent pools because the public is weary of AI use within recruiting and for other use
cases (16). Facebook’s users’ collectively expressed concerns of AI use likely affected their decision to
discontinue using facial recognition on the platform (17). IBM just recently announced the sale of their AI
powered Watson Health solution in part because they found it difficult to sell (18). Public scrutiny led both
Microsoft and Amazon to separately communicate each will no longer sell their facial recognition
software to the police (17). A 2018 survey found that most Americans believe it unacceptable to use AI
for making decisions that have real impact to humans – like hiring (19).

2.2 Human Bias
Recruiters manage the last half of the candidate screening step, which begins after the ATS has created
a short-list of acceptable applicants for review. During this stage, recruiters effectively act as the
gatekeeper to employment. At most companies, the recruiter is solely responsible for deciding which
candidates move to a recruiter led interview. A 2018 study found that recruiters, on average, invest just
7.4 seconds to manually review resumés for candidate selection purposes (20).
For those applicants selected to move forward in the process, the recruiter schedules initial interviews
which are typically between 30 to 60 minutes long. Recruiters conducting these resumé reviews and
interviews hold a remarkable amount of autonomy. For many organizations this person is the single
resource to decide if an applicant will move forward in the hiring process. Any unconscious bias

influencing recruiters’ decisions is amplified because most organizations have no feedback mechanism
to measure how many quality and organizational fit candidates have been rejected or why.
Everyone, to include recruiters, is impacted by unconscious bias and that has negative impact on the
recruitment model. The study and science of unconscious bias is abundant and well documented (21) (22)
(23) (24)
. These biases run in every direction and candidates of all ages, genders, races, ethnicities,
religions, sexual orientations, gender identities, gender expressions, disabilities, and economic
statuses are impacted. Some examples of unconscious bias:

Confirmation bias - is the tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall
information in a way that confirms or supports one's prior beliefs or values
Affect heuristics - The affect heuristic describes how individuals may rely
on emotions, rather than objective information, when making decisions
Halo effect - The halo effect is the tendency for positive impressions of a
person, company, brand or product in one area to positively influence one's
opinion or feelings in other areas
Horn effect - is a form of cognitive bias that causes one's perception of
another to be unduly influenced by a single negative trait
Overconfidence bias - The overconfidence effect is a well-established bias
in which a person's subjective confidence in his or her judgments is reliably
greater than the objective accuracy of those judgments
Affinity bias - Tendency to be favorably biased toward people most like
Ourselves
Contrast effect - Contrast effect happens when two things are judged in
comparison to one another, instead of being assessed individually
One way to mitigate the impact both forms of bias have on the recruitment model, is to use a solution
which reduces ATS use while improving screening and selection efficiency. Any efficiency gains therein
would allow organizations the ability to limit the practice of having recruiters determine candidate fit
alone. Companies utilize screening tools like an ATS because recruiters invest too much time engaging
with the wrong talent. Both machine and recruiter bias contribute to the recruitment market
inefficiency.

3.0 Problem #2: Inefficiency
The average interview to offer rate is approximately 20%. Even though organizations use AI and
automation tools to bring efficiency to recruitment, 80% of recruiter led interviews are with candidates

who are never offered employment (4). The time invested interviewing the wrong talent is further
compounded because most companies don’t resurface rejected candidates for future openings. This
inefficiency has a negative downstream impact as 56% of recruiters say they miss on good candidates
because of the lengthy hiring process (4). Time to hire metrics can be improved with a more efficient
method for screening and selection.

Consider this narrative, which many have experienced: A forty-five (45) minute recruiter led interview
has been scheduled based upon a resumé review and just a few minutes into the call, it’s recognized the
candidate isn’t an organizational-role fit. This is a common and shared experience and studies show that
first impressions are indeed fast. A report authored by organizational psychologists from both Florida
State and Clemson Universities highlighted that 60% of interviewers, within the first 15 minutes of an
interview, had made up their mind as to candidate fit; almost 5% had decided within the first 60 seconds
and little more than 25% had decided if a candidate was a company/role fit with the first 5 minutes (25).
As soon as an interviewer decides a candidate is no longer a fit, they’re likely obligated to continue for
the full length of the scheduled interview. Of course, this shared experience emphasizes how human
bias impacts recruitment, and this example showcases a form of gut instinct bias. Reducing implicit
prejudice is important to improving screening and selection efficiency, but the focus of this narrative is
about lost opportunity time. For every minute invested with an unsuitable candidate, is valuable time
missing with other potential job seekers.
The impact to the rejected candidate is more significant. They lose time which could be invested
pursuing other career opportunities. Both the company and candidate would benefit from a more
efficient process. A better solution involves a cooperative network where every interview is useful for
both participants. One that results with each interview having created improved opportunities of
employment which accelerates time to hire metrics.

4.0 Problem #3: Marketplace Challenges
Web enabled job search has both positive and negative impacts on recruitment efforts and outcomes.
The net effect is indeed beneficial, yet there is underlying opportunity for greater market benefit if
network effects are further optimized. Online job search reduces search friction (26). It also creates an
inverse relationship between job search and the derivative screening and selection costs (27). While the
internet broadens both candidate and employer reach, it also creates new and exacerbated imbalances
around diversity and inclusion. The market efficiency gains that should be felt from network effects are
missing from the current recruitment market (5).
Search markets are partially characterized when a participating user doesn’t consider external factors to
the market (28). Both LinkedIn and Indeed reduce search friction for the job seeker. Candidates can rather
effortlessly apply to jobs and it’s even possible to apply to many jobs simultaneously. However,
candidates are negatively impacted by the reduced search friction because it also makes it harder to get
noticed. The reduced usage costs for the candidate population results in greater applicant competition.
The matching process between employers and candidates is partially driven by information (28). The
quantity and availability of information to all the hiring market participants has increased with the use of
web enabled tools. Unfortunately, the proliferation of information doesn’t always improve labor market
efficiencies. Employers, in some cases, have leveraged web enabled candidate information with
negative outcomes.
In 2019, the EEOC delivered a ruling that found seven companies had violated civil rights protections by
excluding women and older workers from seeing job ads they had posted on Facebook (29) (30). While
access to information is wider, the quality of the information and its relevance to a successful matching
process lacks. A 2018 survey conducted by CareerBuilder found that 70% of companies review
candidates’ social media profiles as part of the screening process and 54% of those had rejected
candidates for information captured therein (31). Multiple studies have looked at how candidate
information captured from social media profiles during candidate screening activities negatively impacts
the recruitment model. One of those studies was conducted by Professor Chad Van Iddekinge from the
University of Iowa.

“You can see why many recruiters love social media—it allows
them to discover all the information they aren’t allowed to ask
about during an interview,” says Chad Van Iddekinge, a professor
at the University of Iowa and one of the study’s researchers. “But
that’s a problem, because one of the hallmarks of legal hiring
practices is that they focus on behaviors within the work context.
There should be a clear distinction between what people do
during work and what they do outside of it.”
Source: “Stop Screening Job Candidates Social Media.” Harvard Business School

While employers can more readily source candidates because AI enabled tools help surface ideal fit
applicants on platforms like LinkedIn and Indeed, they continue to lack information that’s more helpful
and impactful to accelerating time to hire metrics. The more important details about a candidate like
their communication style, company culture fit, and other measurable soft skills are typically
determined by the more time intensive interviewing process. There are also other information
problems stifling market efficiencies.
Candidates aren’t incentivized on platforms like LinkedIn or Indeed to remove or update their resumés
after no longer needing or wanting to continue a job search. These stale resumés contribute to talent
screening and selection inefficiencies. At the same time, candidates must filter out phantom job
openings remaining active on job platforms (11) (32). This occurs because employers lack any outside
incentive to remove job advertisements once filled or to resist posting jobs that are already internally
covered. This means candidates invest time applying to positions that are no longer available and this
creates a negative feedback loop.
There are five characteristics that identify online market platforms: Network effects, Clustering, Risk of
Disintermediation, Vulnerability to Multi-Homing, and Bridging to Multi-Networks (33). A market
platform’s degree of scale and user benefit reflects the quality of these market characteristics.
Regarding today’s online market platforms, it’s the network effects, clustering, and vulnerability to
multi-homing which present the biggest opportunities for the Inclusive Network.

4.1 Network Effects
Candidates are frustrated after having applied to 100 job posts and aren’t rewarded with a single
interview and that’s because most never get beyond the resumé sorting software. Therefore, candidates
are encouraged to take actions which have a negative impact on network effects. With little market
motivation to direct user platform behavior, candidates ramp up their activity by submitting 200
resumés the week following. Reduced search friction, without proper platform incentives, reduces the
efficiency gains typically found on multi-sided platforms (MSP).
An MSP creates a portion of its value through network effects. These network effects are maximized
when MSPs facilitate an almost equal number of users on each side of the market (33). Current online job
boards don’t maximize network effects well. While there’s an ample number of candidates available to
employers, the tools don’t provide for improved matching efficiency.
There are numerous specialty job boards found online. Some examples include those focused on
medical professionals, trucking, sales, and even those developed for oil rig workers. There’s improved
matching and further reduced search frictions for these sites as the coordinated market agents
accelerate mutual fit. The broader online job boards like LinkedIn and Indeed don’t provide optimal
gains from network effects for all verticals as highlighted by the long tail of competition. It also
underscores opportunities for improvement regarding other market platform characteristics: multihoming and clustering.

4.2

Multi-homing and Clustering

Multi-homing involves users participating on more than one platform for a service. Rideshare services
are a great example of multi-homing. Most market users utilize both Uber and Lyft for rideshare
services. Alternatively, Amazon has strong marketplace characteristics which makes their business less
vulnerable to multi-homing. Most companies and job seekers are active on multiple career sites
because LinkedIn and Indeed don’t have strong network incentives to reduce multi-homing behaviors.
They also have weak marketplace clustering qualities which also contributes to those users seeking
alternative solutions.
The strength of online market platforms is partially measured by the broadness of network interactions.
This describes network clustering. Using Uber as an example again, Uber riders in Boston are likely not
concerned with how many drivers are available in Seattle after a Red Sox game finishes. This is an
example of localized clustering. Conversely, Boston residents utilizing AirBnB services are interested in
understanding how many AirBnB hosts are available in Seattle prior to visiting the Emerald City. AirBnB
enjoys global clustering, or at least broader clustering, as compared to Uber. This quality of clustering
provides for network and platform strengths (33). Online recruitment platforms enjoy both local and
global grouping, but those connections are weak.
Indeed and LinkedIn offer a network reach that’s more analogous to AirBnB’s clustering depth than
Uber’s. However, organizations using automation tools, like resumé sorting software, break those
network interaction lines. Connections and exchanges between candidates and employers that are
physically distant from each other but made possible with online job markets are missing because of AI,
automation, and bias leading applications.
The Inclusive Network is a new blockchain based platform
which reduces the need for automation and pulls people back
into what should be a people led process. The pandemic
accelerated the migration towards hybrid and remote work
which means there’s enhanced need for a more connected
network supported by positive clustering qualities. The
Inclusive Network, because of its blockchain nature and utility
token supports better MSP qualities.

5.0 The Solution: Inclusive Network
The Inclusive Network is a blockchain based MSP which uses a
utility token to encourage user behavior that promotes
optimal market qualities. It supports a cooperative approach
to candidate screening and selection that for any rejected
candidate at company (x), there is finite number of potential
better matches at company (x1,x2,…xn). Organizations
Source: HBR: Why Some Platforms Thrive and Others Don’t
anonymously collaborate on the network to share interviews of rejected candidates which supports

those applicants by surfacing them to other employers who may be of a better fit. A distributed
approach to interviewing means employers see more relevant, qualified candidates.
This approach improves model efficiency as well as diversity and inclusion outcomes. The candidate
population experiences a modern solution to hiring which leverages short-form video as a new medium
for candidate screening and selection activities. The use of video reduces resumé sorting and gatekeeper
biases providing for a fairer opportunity of employment.

5.1 Inclusive Network Lead-In (LI)
The Inclusive Network reduces candidate screening and interviewing waste by leveraging a new 65s
candidate introduction in a video format. This short-form video is called a candidate Lead-In (LI) which
appeals to the Millennial and Gen Z population. This combined group of the talent pool makes up almost
half of the total labor force in the United States (34). This same demographic will comprise 75% of the
global workforce by 2025 (35). These two generational groups have chosen video as their visual medium
for peer to peer interacting and for making new social connections. The Gen Z generation already
utilizes Tik Tok more than Instagram (36)
Using video to complement a traditional resumé compresses the recruitment process. It’s worth
repeating that while the internet reduces search frictions it doesn’t create measurable downward
pressure on screening and selection costs. This inverse relationship is driven because the traditional
recruitment process is not scalable without the use of automation tools, which arbitrarily injects bias
into the process. A video-based Lead-In allows for simultaneous candidate screening and first pass
candidate selection.
Resumés will continue to be a part of the recruitment process, but they’ll become less important as a
measure of candidate fit. Short form video viewing is universal in our society, and it will continue
becoming a larger part of the interviewing process. Some social media companies’ recent financial
results highlight video as the interaction medium of choice. Meta’s Facebook platform fell by 1 million
daily average users during the 4th quarter of 2021 (37). Where did these users go?

Mark Zuckerberg recently revealed that Facebook had lost market share because of the “unprecedented
level of competition” posed by TikTok (38). It’s further reported that TikTok is now averaging 1 billion
average daily users and has surpassed Google as the most visited website (39). YouTube has responded
to TikTok by launching YouTube Shorts in Q1 2021 and within a year had captured 5 trillion views (37).
Generation Z, also called zoomers, are the predominant users of TikTok. This user demographic will
eventually become the talent pool’s largest participant and as such video will seemingly become a more
fundamental piece of the screening process.
Inclusive Network’s Lead-In (LI) allows employers to reduce reliance on artificial intelligence and
automation by accelerating first impressions. Think of the LI as a new foot in the door. It better
connects people to people by partially removing use of software to assess talent. It’s a recruitment
platform with better clustering qualities and expanded network effects.

5.2 How Organizations Participate
The Inclusive Network leverages its native Webex and Zoom apps as a gateway for candidates and
companies to access the marketplace. This is only one aspect of the initial go to market strategy. The
pandemic affected how employers host interviews with 79% of organizations having moved to videobased interviews during Covid-19 and more than half of these organizations say they will continue using
video for candidate interviews even after it’s safe to return to the office (40).

Inclusive Network offers both a Webex and Zoom app to serve companies and recruiters wanting to
participate on the platform and there’s no fee to install or use the app.

5.3 The Interview Generated Lead-In (LI)

Organizations begin participating on the platform by first installing the Inclusive Network app. Next, they
host a standard video-based interview on either Webex or Zoom. After the interview has completed,
the Inclusive Network leverages a suite of technology solutions to edit the interview for the creation of
the Lead-In. All portions of the interviewing organization, to include the interviewer, are removed. This
promotes privacy and reduces employer resistance to joining the network. The interviewer is never
seen on the published Lead-In which only shows the interviewed candidate speaking for 65s. The LeadIn format facilitates the partial or total combining of candidate screening and selection activities into
one stage.
Companies and recruiting agencies participate on the platform by contributing Lead-Ins to the
cooperative network. Organizations active on the network are rewarded with access to a new talent
pool of candidates. Interviews are no longer wasted because selected interviews are now used for
network benefit.
Those interviews not leading to a job offer are repurposed as a new short form video to assist other
organizations on the network. The format serves as an instrument for candidate screening and
compressed candidate selection. It also provides benefit to the candidate population as rejected
candidates are surfaced to organizations with roles that may be of a clearer fit. Time to hire metrics are
improved. This approach provides candidates a better experience as ATS rejection and gatekeeper
unconscious bias is reduced.

5.4 Sourcing Candidates from the Lead-In Talent Pool
The Inclusive Network offers recruiters a more impartial and efficient approach to candidate screening
and selection. Instead of scanning resumés as a first step to deciding which candidates should be
screened by recruiters, the Inclusive Network offers employers the ability to view Lead-Ins to gauge fit.
The Lead-In short form video offers recruiters the ability to assess an individual’s communication style
and possibly several soft skills early in the candidate selection stage. This reduces the likelihood of
investing time with candidates who would have likely been identified as unsuitable after participating in
a forty-five-minute interview. This creates an opportunity to reduce bias by modifying aspect of
candidate selection.
In a traditional hiring process, a single individual decides which candidates move to an interview. The
Lead-In approach offers organizations ability to introduce additional team members into the process.
One potential iterative change is to have multiple team members, and ideally the hiring manager,

involved in the candidate selection stage. In this scenario each team member invests one hour a week
viewing a group of the same Lead-Ins followed by a poll to reduce gatekeeper bias.

5.5 Candidate Generated Lead-In
Candidates can participate on the Inclusive Network without having to interview with an employer. The
Inclusive Network offers a candidate facing website: www.Inclusive.app, which supports an automated
interviewing solution for candidates to create their own customized Lead-In.
Lead-Ins created by candidates themselves are published to the Inclusive Network application. All hiring
organizations have access to these Lead-Ins. They are treated identical to interview generated Lead-Ins.

5.6 A Compressed Hiring Process
7 Step Hiring Process
Compressed Hiring Process
Preparing
Preparing
Sourcing
Sourcing
Screening
Lead-In
Selecting
Interviewing

Interviewing
Hiring
Hiring
Onboarding
Onboarding

5.7 INT Utility Token Rewards
Inclusive Network users earn INT tokens for initiating specific platform actions. This inducement to join
and support the network solves a typical marketplace problem. The creators of any marketplace must
decide on a strategy to attract users to join a new platform which offers limited products and services.
This market barrier is difficult to overcome for unknown brands. Without the benefit of network effects,
it’s difficult to convince users to join the marketplace. Why would consumers download the Door Dash
app if it offers no restaurants? On the other side, why would Door Dash restaurants participate on the
app if there are no consumers? By offering INT reward tokens to its users the Inclusive Network
diminishes this so called ‘chicken and egg’ problem.
A working paper authored by three professors at Cornell, Ohio State, and Columbia Universities assert
that token-based marketplaces have accelerated user adoption versus traditional token-less multi-sided
markets (41). They also contend that users incentivized to join a developing marketplace with volatile
market benefit are more willing to forgive limited network benefits. As the marketplace gains new users
and generates greater utility, the increase in token value provides financial returns to those early
platform users. Compared with token-less marketplaces, token based eco-systems will also enjoy
greater user stability because, again, platform users enjoy benefits from increases in token price as
utility and or user adoption improves (41).

Source: “Tokenomics: Dynamic Adoption and Valuation.” NBER

6.0 The Blockchain
Avalanche (AVAX) is the layer 1 blockchain hosting the Inclusive Network and it was primarily chosen
because its architecture supports subnets which can be leveraged for hybrid (public-private)
blockchains. As the network grows, employers can create their own private networks connecting directly
to their HRIS. Other factors contributing to the selection of the Avalanche blockchain was its ability to
provide a secure network with favorable costs.
Some industry verticals will benefit from a hybrid blockchain, potentially healthcare recruiting, as it may
better service their unique staffing needs. This reduces marketplace multi-homing. The Inclusive
Network roadmap also includes leveraging qualities of the distributed network to bring diversity and
inclusion transparency to the market.

6.1 The INT Utility Token
INT tokens are used to unlock smart contracts and are developed according to the ERC-20 token
standard. Every recruiting and employer organization needs INT tokens to participate on the Inclusive
Network. To reduce network spam, the INT token is used to unlock a smart contract granting recruiting
agencies and companies access to candidate Lead-Ins and related detail. The INT token is also used to
unlock a separate smart contract granting those users access to other Inclusive HR features. By using a
blockchain utility token, the Inclusive Network reduces phantom job postings and stale resumés. This
has a positive impact on recruiting efficiency.

6.2 Token Flow Overview
Employers earn token rewards for each Lead-In published to the Inclusive Network. They also earn
tokens for adopting positive diversity and inclusion processes. One example has employers creating a
minimum number of Lead-Ins reviewed prior to closing a job requisition. This action promotes diversity
and inclusion by reducing selection bias. Companies are also rewarded with INT tokens for
implementing selection processes that expand the number of team members responsible for viewing
Lead-Ins. This reduces gatekeeper related inherent biases.
Recruiters working for third-party agencies can also earn INT tokens. Like companies, recruiting agencies
on the Inclusive Network, gain access to a broadened talent pool when they similarly publish their
interview generated Lead-Ins to the network. Companies and recruiters are additionally rewarded with
tokens for social media activity and actions which attract qualified users to the platform. This induced
activity benefits the platform because the faster the network approaches critical mass the sooner each
user enjoys the benefits of expanded network effects. Those improvements will lead to greater diversity
and inclusion outcomes across the platform.

In the future, as employer critical mass increases, candidates can use earned tokens with companies to
receive discounts on their products and services. On the other side of the market, employers and
recruiters can use tokens for access to and discounts on other Inclusive HR products. Inclusive Interview
and Inclusive Hybrid-Work are two Inclusive HR Webex and Zoom apps which both support diversity and
inclusion outcomes.
Candidates earn INT tokens by creating and publishing their Lead-In to the Inclusive Network and by also
promoting the Inclusive Network on social media channels. As the marketplace approaches critical mass,
candidates can earn additional INT tokens for accepting interview requests from employers. Recruiters
spend time and money requesting interviews of passive candidates found on LinkedIn and other
platforms and yet the candidate acceptance rate is low. Alternatively, organizations on the Inclusive
Network can use INT tokens to incentivize candidates found on the network into accepting interview
requests. The platform supports dynamic levers to ensure this function promotes diversity and inclusion.

Flow of INT Tokens:
1. Organizations install the Inclusive Network app found on either the Webex or Zoom app
marketplaces
2. After completing a candidate interview, the company reviews the generated Lead-In to
verify it fully obscures all facets of the interviewing organization
3. The interviewing organization then forwards the Lead-In to the candidate requesting
their permission to publish the Lead-In to the Inclusive Network
4. Immediately after the candidate and interviewing organization approve the Lead-In, a
smart contract releases INT tokens to both the candidate and interviewing organization
5. Organizations participating on Inclusive Network need INT tokens to unlock smart
contracts granting them permission to view published Lead-Ins
Employers needing more INT tokens to unlock smart contracts on the Inclusive Network will need to
purchase tokens via a third-party marketplace.
Inclusive HR offers ancillary features and applications to the Inclusive Network and fiat currency is used
for access to these add-on features.

7.0 Diversity and Inclusion
In many significant ways, the pandemic upended lives and impacted everyone across the globe. Covid19 surfaced, or further ignited, divisions in our societies. It showed people, without collection to physical
appearances or internal influences, can be motivated to fear-driven division. Social media makes it
easier to find and view these societal splits. There are ‘influencers’ who monetize the stoking of these
fear driven divisions. This is the correct time for a societal focus on improving diversity and inclusion.

Merriam-Webster defines diversity: “an instance of being composed of differing elements or qualities”
Everyone uniquely experiences the world because of their differing qualities. These traits are both
outwardly expressed and internally generated. Debating how any of us encounters the world is
seemingly impractical. Diversity of opinion, which is indeed impacted by how people experience life and
relate to their thoughts is cornerstone to the idea of individuality.
Organizations promoting diversity are promoting the idea of individuality. Contrary to meme opinion,
companies don’t virtue signal when they promote diversity and inclusion initiatives. Instead, they’re
cutting through the wokeness of meme channeled frenzy in order to coalesce the best teams. The best
teams are those that promote individuality. Companies are motivated by financial success and this what
drives organizations to support diversity and inclusion indicatives.
Successful organizations understand that diverse staffs perform better than peer organizations that lack
the same team diversity (42). According to a McKinsey report published in 2020, “companies in the top

quartile for gender diversity on executive teams were 25 percent more likely to have above-average
profitability than companies in the fourth quartile up from 21 percent in 2017 and 15 percent in

2014” (42). It should seem apparent that companies with diverse teams, or teams with a greater degree
of team member individuality, perform better. They have superior marketing information to draw on
from their employees. It allows them to better service their customers because of the broad variability
of life events experienced by its employees.
Diverse organizations also understand this provides them a competitive advantage as they have access
to wider and stronger talent pools. That’s because candidates have consistently communicated a desire
to work for diverse organizations (43).
Merriam-Webster defines inclusion as “the act of including: the state of being included”.

Source: Glassdoor “GlassDoor’s Diversity and Inclusion Workplace Survey” Sept. 29 2020

Companies promoting diversity are advocating for uniqueness; it’s the process or act of inclusion that
brings all the individuality together towards a shared purpose. Contrary to a few social media figures
and several talking points travelled by meme experts, corporations supporting workplace inclusion are
not trying to replace one class of worker with another. They do it because it’s in the best interest of the
organization to promote inclusion. It’s about offering an environment that supports all workers’ voices.
Organizations promoting diversity are in principle supporting the customers they serve by advocating for
their employees’ individuality. The originality of each team member, given strength and voice through
inclusion, is what brings companies closer to its customers.

8.0 Overcoming Objections
A potential product/market objection is the introduction of increased or newly injected bias from the
Lead-In format. The idea that a recruiter viewing a Lead-In may insert their own inherent biases into the
process is a fair consideration. The opposite occurs. Lead-Ins reduce total process bias and improve
recruitment process efficiency by removing or reducing the use of AI enabled candidate selection tools.

The Inclusive Network and its cooperative approach to candidate screening and selection is better
measured outside of a vacuum where it can be compared to and versus the current process.
The use of automation and artificial intelligence to source and screen candidates already sours
recruitment with bias. Most candidates lack any visibility to the criteria used within resumé filtering. In
many cases, the AI applied to screening and selection candidates is a black box. Most companies using
these tools lack the ability to inspect the vendor code. Employers concerned about potential increases
in recruitment bias are offered an opportunity to trial the Inclusive Network. Current customers have
found improvements in overall time to hire metrics while simultaneously improving diversity and
inclusion outcomes.
Companies using AI enabled solutions to support candidate screening and selection activities must also
weigh the considerable risks involved with these tools. The EEOC has communicated their willingness to
investigate AI and algorithmic bias if the technology unlawfully impacts candidate selection (15). The
Brooking Institution has released multiple reports around ‘AI and Bias’ exploring how AI negatively
impacts recruiting efforts (44). One such report focused on how vendors of ATS applications develop their
candidate selection algorithms to follow EEOC’s Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection.
As a summary, the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection requires that candidate selection tools
should not exhibit disparate treatment or disparate impact of applicants. Companies commonly avoid
disparate treatment issues by avoiding inputs to the algorithm that would lead to violations of this
standard. Studies highlight there is ambiguity as it relates to how companies use AI within candidate
selection and screening activities and the risk of violating the disparate treatment standard. However,
in one report authored by the Brooking Institution the authors found evidence that AI within candidate
selection worsens bias (44).

“On their surface, algorithmic screening tools seem to be entirely
evidence-based. … However, there is mounting evidence that
such tools can reproduce and even exacerbate human biases.”
Source:” Challenges for mitigating bias in algorithmic hiring.” Brooking Institution

9.0 The Inclusive Network
Candidate fit is better measured for the words they’ve spoken and the idiosyncrasies surrounding that
message rather than the scoring of their resumé. Each of us is imbued with a diversity of experiences
that have been fashioned from identities shaped by both outward appearances and inward makeup and
that creates our hue of individuality for which no AI can measure. It is the inclusion of our voices, of all
tones, that creates connectedness and connectedness creates camaraderie. To promote diversity and
inclusion runs parallel to the advancement of individuality and an invitation to belonging.
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